Indmax FCC Unit inaugurated, dedicated to nation by
Prime Minister…

Commemorative stone erected at the Indmax site, after the
dedication by our PM Mr N Modi…

The Indmax FCC Unit implemented by us on PMC basis at Indian Oil’s Bongaigaon
Refinery in Assam was inaugurated by Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi on Feb 22
2021.
Dedicating the plant to the nation, our PM remarked that the increasing oil refining
capacity of the country at various refineries, including the Bongaigaon refinery was
a much-needed step in the direction of becoming self-sufficient. ‘This plant will help
pave the way for greater employment opportunities, while stepping up LPG
production.’

We had achieved Mechanical Completion of the project in the first quarter of 2020
when the global pandemic started. Commissioning was achieved in the 3rd quarter.
At present, a few Offsites &Utilities are in the final stages of completion, which when
completed will enable the entire Indmax Project to operate at full capacity .
The inauguration of the project – a key component of the Hydrocarbon Vision 2030
for the North East regions of India – comes as an extraordinary accolade for our
organization.
In recent times, IOCL acknowledged our project and site teams for the excellent
Quality and OSH Systems maintained, in 2 separate award ceremonies. Also in
recent times, the project site achieved a record-breaking milestone of 17 million
man hours without LTI – a landmark that came in for praise from the IOCL
Management.
Kudos to our Project, Construction and Site/Safety Teams on this occasion!
Scroll for more coverage…
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The event was held at the plant in the presence of some dignitaries and key
site-based associates, with the PM inaugurating the event virtually…
Speaking to the widely-attended
virtual inauguration, Mr Modi said the
LPG from the unit would help in
meeting the deficit of LPG in the
region…

File photo of the Mechanical
Completion Certificate for the Indmax
FCC and the GOHDS Units, being
handed over by IOCL in Feb’ 2020 by
IOCL’s senior management…

